Televes will be present at the International Exhibition and Forum CSTB 2012, in Moscow

Santiago de Compostela, 2nd February 2012. Televes will participate at 14th International Exhibition and Forum CSTB 2012 which will be held in Moscow from 7th to 9th February, at the Crocus Expo exhibition centre.

This event, which includes a fair and a programme of seminars and conferences, will be an important international showcase for avant-garde technologies in television and telecommunications: DTT, cable, satellite TV, IPTV, OTT TV, HDTV and 3DTV, contents, broadband, multi-service networks, satellite communication wireless technologies, etc.

The company will channel its presence at the fair through its own stand, number 420, located in room 3, and through the stands of No Limit Electronics and Telco, Televes’ distributors in Russia.

This way, Televes will present the new incorporation to his field meter range: H60, that incorporates Digital Processing, a high definition 5.7” screen and new functionalities to make the work of telecommunications installers easier and more precise.

Another of Televes’ products that will be presented at the fair is the new range of amplifier stations, with a special focus on the novel electric circuit of the Pikocom station, which is considerably smaller to make it easier to install inside pull boxes in homes.

Televes will also organise a talk to present the optical interface prototype of its Coax Data, highlighting the low level of initial investment required to access cable networks, as well as its real transmission of 1 Gbps. Coax Data is a hybrid adapter that allows the connection of PCs with high-speed Internet access, TV channels and audiovisual and entertainment equipment using electric and coaxial networks, without the need for additional cables.